The low-lying spectrum of the three-dimensional Ising model is investigated numerically; we made use of an equivalence between the excitation gap and the reciprocal correlation length. In the broken-symmetry phase, the magnetic excitations are attractive, forming a bound state with an excitation gap m 2 (< 2m 1 ) (m 1 : elementary excitation gap). It is expected that the ratio m 2 /m 1 is a universal constant in the vicinity of the critical point. In order to estimate m 2 /m 1 , we perform the numerical diagonalization for finite clusters with N ≤ 15 spins. In order to reduce the finitesize errors, we incorporated the extended (next-nearest-neighbor and four-spin) interactions. As a result, we estimate the mass-gap ratio as m 2 /m 1 = 1.84(3).
I. INTRODUCTION
The first-excitation gap (reciprocal correlation length) is of fundamental significance in the theory of critical phenomena. On one hand, little attention has been paid to the low-lying spectrum. Recent consideration on the Ising model, however, revealed rich characters in the low-lying spectrum [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] . Actually, in the broken-symmetry phase, the magnetic excitations are attractive, forming a pair of bound states with characteristic excitation gap {m i }.
For example, in two dimensions (d = 2), there appear eight types of excitations (i = 1, 2, . . . , 8) [1, 2] . Each of these excitations possesses an intrinsic mass gap m i . That is, for each excitation, the ratio m i /m 1 (m 1 : an elementary excitation gap) is a universal constant in the vicinity of the critical point. [Notably enough, the elementary excitation m 1 is also a composite particle (bound state) [3] . In this sense, all particles are equally elementary, reflecting a highly non-perturbative nature of this problem.] The point is that in the continuum (scaling) limit, the d = 2 Ising model is exactly solvable even in the presence of the magnetic field; see Ref. [3] for a review. As mentioned afterward, (properly scaled) infinitesimal magnetic field is significant to stabilize the bound state.
On the contrary, in d = 3, such an exact solution is not available. The detailed structure of the d = 3 spectrum is not fully understood. So far, the lowest bound state m 2 , namely, the second-excitation gap, has been studied in detail [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] ; a series of bound states is considered in Refs. [4, 7, 8, 10, 11] . For example, by means of the Monte Carlo method [4] , a clear indication of a bound state m 2 was found. The simulation data indicate the mass-gap ratio
(See also Refs. [5, 6, 7, 8] .) Note that the Monte Carlo method does not yield the excitation gap m 2 directly. Rather, one has to look into the asymptotic form of the correlation function, and estimate the sub-dominant decay rate ∝ 1/m 2 together with the dominant one ∝ 1/m 1 .
(Note that the decay rate is related to the inverse of the corresponding mass gap.) On the contrary, the numerical diagonalization method is suitable for investigating the spectrum [9] . However, in practice, the tractable system size with the diagonalization method is severely restricted; the numerical diagonalization requires a huge computer-memory space.
To cope with this difficulty, in Ref. [9] , the authors truncated the number of Hilbert-space bases (stochastic diagonalization method) to calculate the spectrum approximately. The result appears to be consistent with the above-mentioned Monte Carlo result. (However, as indicated in Table 1 of Ref. [9] , the results m 2 /m 1 scatter, depending on the distance from the critical point. In this paper, we carry out systematic finite-size-scaling analysis to resolve such uncertainty.)
In this paper, we employ the numerical diagonalization (transfer matrix) method to calculate m 2 /m 1 . In order to cope with the difficulties mentioned above, we make the following modifications. First, we improve the finite-size-scaling behavior. That is, we reduce corrections to finite-size scaling by tuning plaquette-type (next-nearest-neighbor and four-spin) interactions. Such a reduction of corrections for the d = 3 Ising model was pursued in Refs. [12, 13, 14] , where the criticality of the d = 3 Ising model was investigated. (Similar attempt was made in a lattice-field-theoretical context [15, 16, 17, 18, 19] .) To be specific, we follow the formalism advocated in Ref. [14] , where the Hamiltonian reads
Here, the Ising spins {S i = ±1} are placed at the cubic-lattice points i, and the summations, i,j , i,j , and [i,j,k,l] , run over all nearest-neighbor pairs, next-nearest-neighbor spins, and round-a-plaquette spins, respectively. The parameters {J α } are the corresponding coupling constants. As usual, H denotes the uniform magnetic field. [We set the temperature as a unit of energy (T = 1) throughout this paper.] We survey the one-parameter subspace
containing a renormalization-group fixed point,
at J N N =J N N ; the fixed point was determined approximately for a real-space-decimation transformation [14] . Around the fixed point, the finite-size corrections may cancel out because of the absence of irrelevant interactions [13, 14] . Second, we carry out two types of finite-size-scaling analyses for H = 0 and H = 0. Such independent information allows us to estimate m 2 /m 1 systematically. Last, we utilize Novotny's transfer-matrix method [20, 21] , which enables us to treat an arbitrary (integral) number of spins N = 5, 6, . . . , 15 constituting a unit of the transfer-matrix slice; note that conventionally, the number of spins is restricted within N = 4, 9, 16, . . . .
The ratio m 2 /m 1 was considered analytically in Ref. [10] . In the following, we outline the In fairness, it has to be mentioned that the spectral structure of the d = 3 Ising model is considered in Refs. [23, 24, 25] . Here, the relationship between the scaling dimension and the corresponding excitation gap is investigated for various geometries and boundary conditions via the conformal invariance. In the present paper, we dwell on the off-critical excitations having a physical interpretation as magnons.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we present the simulation results for m 2 /m 1 . We also explain the simulation scheme. In the last section, we present the summary and discussions.
II. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we present the numerical results for the d = 3 Ising model, Eq. (2), with the extended interactions, Eq. (3). We employ Novotny's transfer-matrix method [20, 21] for finite clusters with N = 5, 6, . . . , 15 spins. To begin with, we outline the simulation algorithm.
A. Simulation method: Novotny's technique
In this section, we explain the simulation scheme [14, 20, 21 ] briefly; we refer readers to consult with Ref. [21] for details.
A schematic drawing of a unit of the transfer-matrix slice (cross-section of the transfermatrix bar) is presented in Fig. 1 . Basically, the spins constitute a d = 1-dimensional (zigzag) alignment {S i } (i = 1, 2, . . . , N). The dimensionality is lifted to d = 2 by the bridges over the (N 1/2 )th neighbor pairs. Because the basic structure is one-dimensional, we are able to construct the transfer-matrix unit with an arbitrary (integral) number of spins;
note that conventionally, the number of spins for the d = 2 structure is restricted within
because the N spins form a rectangular cluster. We treated the system sizes N = 5, 6, . . . , 15
with this technique.
Our main concern is to calculate the excitation gap. We perform the numerical diagonalization within the subspace k = 0 (k: the wave number). Additionally, we consider the spin-inversion-symmetry index ± in the case of H = 0. First, for H = 0, the ith excitation gap is given by the formula
Here, the parameters {λ i } are the eigenvalues of the transfer matrix, satisfying the inequality,
. . . Second, in the case of H = 0, the first and second excitation gaps are given by
and
respectively, with the transfer-matrix eigenvalues {λ ± i } specified by the spin-inversionsymmetry index ±.
In practice, we need to modify Novotny's method in order to incorporate the extended interactions such as the next-nearest-neighbor and four-spin couplings [20] . We refer readers to consult with Ref. [21] for a detailed description of the algorithm.
Lastly, to avoid confusion, we address a remark on the fixed point, Eq. To begin with, we consider the finite-size scaling for the mass-gap ratio
with the critical point J * N N = 0.11059 [14] . The critical indices, ν and y h , are taken from the Monte Carlo estimates ν = 0.63020 and y h = 2.4816 (3d-Ising universality) reported in Ref. [26] . The above scaling relation, Eq. (9), stems from the fact that the mass-gap ratio is a dimensionless (scale invariant) quantity. afterward, we argue the constraint, HL y h = 4, in detail. We see that the data collapse into a scaling curve. We stress that there are no fitting parameters in the finite-size scaling of Lastly, we address a few remarks. First, we consider the scaled magnetic field H = 4/L y h .
Owing to the scaling, the second argument of the scaling relation, Eq. (9), is kept invariant; namely, the presence of magnetic field becomes implicit under the scaling. On one hand, the magnetic field plays a significant role to stabilize the bound state. Second, we explain why the coefficient A = 4 in the scaling H = A/L y h is an optimal one. We surveyed various values of A, and found that for A > 5, the plateau inclines; namely, it becomes ambiguous where we measure the plateau hight. For A < 3, eventually, there occur successive level crossings, smearing out the plateau structure; the magnetic field H may be too weak to stabilize the plateau (bound state). Last, we consider the extrapolation scheme 1/L 2 (abscissa scale in Fig. 3 ). As shown in the figure, the data for H = 0, and H = 0 are consistent with each other. Moreover, using the ν data reported in Ref. [14] , we arrive at a convincing result ν = 0.6314 (14) through the 1/L 2 extrapolation scheme; the result is comparable with that of Monte Carlo ν = 0.63020(12) [26] . (On the contrary, in Ref. [14] , a rather naive extrapolation scheme 1/L was used, resulting in ν = 0.6245(28).) In principle, the finite-size corrections should obey the formula 1/L ω with ω = 0.821(5) [26] . That is, the convergence of our result is rather accelerated. This fact indicates that the finely tuned coupling constants, Eq. (3), suppress the finite-size corrections significantly. So far, the technique has been applied to investigating the equilibrium properties [13, 14] . Our result indicates that the technique is applicable to the spectral property as well.
C. Finite-size-scaling analysis of m 2 /m 1 : H = 0
In this section, we consider the case of H = 0. Here, we have to make the following replacement
because the ground state is doubly degenerated owing to the spontaneous symmetry breaking; namely, the first-excitation gap m 1 = 0 does not make any sense. (More specifically, the excitations are given by Eqs. (7) and (8) .) Actually, to avoid this complication, we applied a magnetic field, and resolve the degeneracy in the above section.
In Fig. 4 , we present the scaling plot, ( In this section, tentatively, we turn off the extended interactions, J N N N = J 2 = 0. That is, we consider the ordinary Ising model, which is relevant to the preceding Monte Carlo study [4] .
In Fig. 5 , we present the plot, ( We see that the data scatter as compared to those of Fig. 4 , where we incorporated the extended interactions. This result demonstrates that the extended interactions suppress the finite-size errors significantly. Such a suppression of corrections was observed in Refs. [13, 14] , where the thermal equilibrium properties, rather than the spectral ones, were explored with this technique.
As mentioned above, the Monte Carlo simulation [4] Novotny's transfer-matrix method [20, 21] to treat a variety of system sizes N = 5, 6, . . . , 15.
In order to improve the finite-size-scaling behavior, we extended the interactions, Eq. (2), following Ref. [14] . Owing to this improvement, we attain improved finite-size corrections (Fig. 4) , as compared to those of the ordinary Ising model (Fig. 5) 
The result is consistent with that of Monte Carlo m 2 /m 1 = 1.83(3) [4] . However, as argued in Sec. II C, there arises a subtle discrepancy as to the scaling regime.
So far, the technique to suppress finite-size corrections has been utilized to survey the thermal-equilibrium (ground state) properties [13, 14] . The present analysis demonstrated that this technique is also applicable to the excitation spectrum. Likewise, the technique would be of use to investigate the dynamical properties such as the spectral intensity and the relaxation to thermal equilibrium. This problem is addressed in future study. [14] , and (ν, y h ) = (0.63020, 2.4816) (3d-Ising universality) [26] . From the plateau in the low-temperature side, we estimate the mass-gap ratio m 2 /m 1 for each N ; see text for detail. In Fig. 3 , the mass-gap ratio is plotted against 1/L 2 . [26] , and the other scaling parameters are the same as those of Fig. 2 . We see that the data scatter as compared to those of Fig. 4 , where we incorporated the extended interactions.
